
 
    

Hurricane Back Wrap Compression Board Air Seals 
 

Are required for Wind Riders 81 to 120 miles per hour* on fastenable 
decks; i.e. wood, metal, composite plank, concrete etc…. 
 

Hurricane Back Wrap Compression Board Air Seals have multi-benefits: 
 
1. Installation Cost Saving 
 
2. Structural Enhancements 
 
3. Energy Savings 
 
4. Long Term Weathering 
 
5. Horizontal Air Infiltration 
 
6. Perimeter Edge Durability 
 
7. Triple Waterproofing Perimeter 
 
8. Wind Uplift Enhancement 
 
1.0 Installation Cost Savings In Re-roofing Labor Savings 
 
1.1  First:  Blow out the field of the roof:  
 
The field membrane can be loose-laid over the whole roof and anchored on 
the perimeter and penetrations with The Hurricane Compression Board on 
top of the field membrane, thus keeping the building waterproof during the 
re-roofing project. 
 
1.2  Second:  Complete all perimeter and penetration flashings first: 
 
Install Hurricane Back Wrap Perimeter and Penetration Compression Air 
Seal Details first in cold or inclement weather. These pre-installed flashing 
details are waterproof in themselves to maintain the existing roofs 
 waterproof integrity. 
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Then blow out the field of the roof and seam it into the pre-installed air 
sealed perimeter and penetration flashings eliminating the entrapment of rain 
water under the new roof. 
 
* On structural concrete decks up to 200 miles per hour Wind Riders 
are available. See 2001Co. for specific details 
 

Why Hurricane Back Wrap Compression Board Details 
Structurally Enhance a Roof Assembly 

 
By picture framing a building perimeter with a sheet of plywood on top of 
the roof assembly with air sealing gum term bar tape, air seal rope strips 
between the roof assembly component layers, and fastening the Hurricane 
Back Wrap Compression Board into the underlying roof deck, the following 
structural enhancements take place. 
These enhancements also allow the roof to better resist Hurricanes, 
Tornadoes, Wind shears, Earthquakes, Wind, Rain, Snow, Sleet and Freeze - 
Thaw Cycles. These enhancements also protect the roof from moisture, 
seepage, and water vapor condensation from perimeter edge treatments, 
parapets, gutters, gravel stops, adjoining walls etc… over the life of the 
building. 
 
2.0 Building Structural Enhancements: 
 
2.1 Increasing the perimeter edge structural strength:  90% of 
wind uplift forces are within 4 feet of a building’s perimeter edge. 
 
By fastening a plywood roof deck panel on top of the roof assembly to the 
roof deck to compress the assembly together in a double deck sandwich, the 
building is structurally enhanced. This roof perimeter application technique 
more than doubles the roof deck’s strength at perimeter and corners. This 
structural benefit will increase in wind resistance to meet ASCE-7 Wind 
Code design criteria for Hurricane Winds. 
 
The Wind Uplift Low Pressure Vacuum Forces on top of the roof surface 
combined with internal building positive pressure forces under the roof deck 
are structurally resisted. In addition, the Air Seal Gum between the roof 
assembly components inhibits horizontal wind uplift pressure from 
migrating into the interior of the roof assembly. 
 
2.2 Structural Shear Resistance of Building 
 
The roof assembly on a one story building acts like the over- lapped and 
folded down lid on a shoebox. If you were to push on opposite ends of a 
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shoe box (shear force) without the lid, the box would easily deform. Wind 
has the same shear forces on a building’s walls to deform bow out and break  
apart and collapse the building, if  the roof assembly does not hold the 
building walls square, just like the lid on a shoebox. 

 
Hurricane Back Wrap Compression Board Air Seals 

 
The L- shaped perimeter lid on the shoebox stabilizes the box like an angle 
iron picture frame, making it strong enough so a child can stand on the shoe 
box. 
The Hurricane Back Wrap Compression Board reinforces a building 
perimeter structurally just like a shoe box lid. 
 
2.3 Structural Picture Frame Locking Individual Panels As One 
 
The hurricane back wrap compression board double decking picture frame 
of the building perimeter causes the individual roof deck panels, metal, 
wood, composite plank etc… to be locked together to share wind loads as a 
monolithic deck unit. 
 
Industry standard metal deck attachment methods with puddle welds fail at 
the weakest panel and have a domino effect where each other panel fails 
individually. Thus the Hurricane Back Wrap Compression Board Deck 
Sandwich will increase the structural shear resistance of the building with a 
double deck picture frame sandwich. 
 
2.4 Structural Diaphragm Resistance of Building:  
 
The double deck compression of the perimeter roof assembly fastens all the 
individual deck panels together like the perimeter frame of a trampoline. 
This application technique stabilizes the interior roof in structural 
diaphragm, the up /down loading differentials that occur in  wind, snow, 
clogged drains, water back- up and other deck loading problems. 
 
In addition, when the roof assembly component are air sealed with butyl 
gum sealants, these air seals stop  perimeter edge wind pressures from 
pressurizing through the roof assembly.   
This horizontal air infiltration causes mechanically attached roof membranes 
to flutter and balloon. Totally adhered membranes in these horizontal 
pressures delaminate off the insulation board surface, changing the shape of 
the roof to a barrel and in that condition will increasing diaphragm 
trampoline bounce forces on the roof assembly. 
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  3.0  Building Energy Loss in Roof Air Permeability 
 
3.1  A Tremendous Energy Loss Takes place with NRCA approved 
perimeter and penetration roof details. Air permeability causing air exchange 
of internal building air up into the roof assembly and out through perimeter 
and penetration edges into the atmosphere can cause up to 70% energy loss. 
This energy loss was verified in guarded hot box testing ASTM C1363-97, 
tested by the Canadian National Research Council of Canada.  Copies 
Attached.  
 
4.0 Roof Assembly Long Term Weathering Enhancement 
 
4.1 Better Perimeter Field Waterproofing Membrane Attachment   
A roof waterproofing membrane is only as good as its perimeter attachment 
to nailers. Nailers rot out and fasteners corrode from water infiltration or 
condensation at perimeter edge detailing. If the perimeter edge membrane 
termination fails, there goes the roof waterproofing membrane. 
 
 
4.2 Compression Board and Fastener  Encapsulation  
The 2001 Company Hurricane Back Wrap Compression Board Details 
encapsulate the compression board and protect it from parapet water 
infiltration, metal edge, gravel stop, gutter, and other fascia finish leaks as 
well as underside condensation from an existing wet roof assembly. Parapet 
and adjoining masonry walls seep water and have water vapor transmission 
causing condensation on perimeter termination methods.  This water and 
condensation will rot wood, corrode fasteners and destroy standard NRCA 
approved perimeter and penetration membrane terminations. 
 
4.3  Curtain Wall Condensation Corrosion   
Curtail Wall Construction Techniques transmit interior building warm moist 
air up the exterior wall cavity to be exhausted at the roof wall perimeter 
interface. In winter cold months, this warm moist air, condensates on 
perimeter nailers and perimeter finishes rotting out wood nailers and 
corroding fasteners holding the roof  components and waterproofing 
membrane in place.  The hurricane back wrap compression board details 
inhibits this condition 
 
 Note:  Similar condensation corrosion can come from exterior brick, 
concrete block, precast concrete, and masonry adjoining nailers, fasteners, 
RUSS Strips and perimeter termination edges and other vertical wall 
construction that can absorb rain water and vent out water vapor while 
drying. 
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Hurricane Back Wrap Compression Board Air Seals 
 
5.0 Interply Delamination of the Roof Assembly from Perimeter    
Horizontal Air Infiltration  
 
5.1 The compression board air sealing of a building perimeter stops air 
infiltration horizontally into roof assembly. Perimeter air infiltration that 
causes the roof membrane to balloon and flutter, pulling the roof assembly 
apart.  This air infiltration delamination also causes a spreading of water 
vapor and condensation from the perimeter edge out into the roof interior 
under the waterproofing membrane and in between the roof assembly 
components. 
 
5.2 Perimeter Edge Durability and Accessibility for Workmen over the 
Life of the Building 
 
5.3 Window washers and other trades have an easy access to the roof with a 
durable board under the perimeter roof membrane to control abuse by their 
scaffolds tools and foot traffic. 
 
6.0 Double and Triple Waterproofing Membrane Protection on the        
Perimeter Edge 
 
6.1 A 2001Company Hurricane Back Wrap Compression Board Detail uses 
two waterproofing membranes and sometimes a third flashing waterproofing 
membrane to waterproof a perimeter edge in the most critical perimeter 
angle change area. Multi-ply redundancy has been the cornerstone of the 
Low Sloped Roofing Industry for effective waterproofing. 
 
7.0   Expansion and Contraction Membrane Termination Design 
Consideration: The Hurricane Back Wrap Compression Board by design, 
separates the horizontal roof deck from the vertical wall and provides 
expansion and contraction in its perimeter design for horizontal roof deck 
termination against vertical wall movement.  
 
8.0  Wind Uplift Enhancement: 
For additional information Call 2001 Company Home Office 1800 537-7663 
or Email us at 2001Company@Gmail. 
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2011_6_5 US Air Seal Method And Deck Requirement 
 

 
 

Air Seal Method and Deck Requirement 

For Specific MPH Wind Rider 
1)  60 Miles per Hour Wind Rider: 

     Up to 60 MPH all 2001 Company Air seal details. 

2) 61 and Higher Miles per Hour Wind Riders: 

A.  Wind riders over 61 miles per hour require (PIN) Pre Installation Notice and require PIN 
acceptance plus ASCE 7 evaluation. 

     
         B. Roof assembly acceptance by 2001Co. prior to starting the roof. 
 
        C. ASCE-7-11 PSF Pressure evaluation. 
 
 D. Pictures of air seals being installed are required for Wind Riders over 80 MPH. 
 
      
       
3)  81 to 120 MPH Wind Riders: 

         Buildings in hurricane susceptible coastal area require one of the following: 

         A.    Hurricane back wrap compression board 120 MPH max. 
 
         B.    Direct membrane termination onto the air sealed monolithic concrete deck for over 120MPH.  
 
         C.   Shear skirt termination through the air sealed substrate onto the monolithic roof deck only. 
 

Note: No vertical wall shear skirt terminations over 90 mph. 
 

D.   Spring flange air seal membrane held in compression on a non-fastenable deck with a vertical 
wall termination and wall to deck air seal every building evaluated 90 mph Wind Rider 
maximum.       

               . 
 
4) Up to 150 MPH Wind Rider: 

 

         A. On 22 gage metal decks fastened with Kelly cowboy hat washers using Kelly patented 

slow rise adhesive foam air sealing application techniques with hurricane back wrap air seal 

details. 
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2011_6_5 US Air Seal Method And Deck Requirement 
 

     

        B.       On concrete decks, direct membrane termination to the concrete deck is required. 

Concrete deck joints must be sealed with 18’ minimum membrane strips adhered over the 

deck joints. 

5)  Over 150 MPH  and up  to 200 MPH Wind Rider:  

     On structural poured in place concrete decks only:  air sealed to 2001Co. designs. 

     2001Co. requires direct termination of reinforced membrane 24” or greater out from the perimeter edge.  

       A.   Poured in place concrete decks.   

       B.   Precast concrete panel deck joints and through roof deck penetration are air sealed with 2001 

Company membrane strips adhered over the joints and through roof deck penetrations deck to 

curb angle changes to stop internal building air flow up into the roof assembly. 

        

       C. Structural concrete poured in a metal pan.    
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